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Abstract
This paper considers a model where there is a single state variable
that drives the state of the world and therefore the asset price behav-
ior. This variable evolves according to a multi-state continuous time
Markov chain, as the continuous time counterpart of Hamilton (1989)
model. It derives the moment generating function of the asset log-
price di¤erence under very general assumptions about its stochastic
process, incorporating volatility and jumps that can follow virtually
any distribution, both of them being driven by the same state vari-
able. For an illustration, the extreme value distribution is used as
the jump distribution. The paper shows how gmm and conditional
ml estimators can be constructed, generalizing Hamilton’s …lter for
the continuous time case. The risk neutral process is constructed and
contigent claim prices under this speci…cation are derived, in the lines
of Bakshi and Madan (2000). Finally, an empirical example is set up,
to illustrate the potential bene…ts of the model.
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11 Introduction
There is increasing evidence that models augmented with some kind of regime
switching behavior will capture in a more realistic and intuitive way the time-
series properties of many economic variables. The seminal paper of Hamilton
(1989)1 uses a simple switching regime model and successfully identi…es the
business cycles. Since then, virtually all economic and econometric spec-
i…cations have been subject to some extension involving regime switches,
especially the ones that attempt to capture sudden but cyclical behavior
changes. For example Schwert (1990) notes the higher volatility that stock
markets exhibit during reccessions.2 Most of the regime switching models
are given in a discrete time setting, mainly because the majority of …ltering
and smoothing procedures is available for the discrete case only.
On the other hand, continuous time models have been widely used in order
to price derivative instruments and construct hedging strategies.3 Since its
introduction, the Black-Scholes pricing formula in Black and Scholes (1973)
has been augmented in order to capture the stylized facts of the stock and
1Hamilton (1989) gives a ml procedure which enables one to estimate regime
switching models and make inference about the state of the world when this is not
directly observed. In that sense it can be though of as a discrete state version of
the Kalman-Bucy …lter.
2Hamilton and Susmel (1994) and Susmel (1999) consider arch type switching
regressions to model the volatility which depends on past news and the state of the
economy; where Gray (1996) uses a regime switching speci…cation to explain the
interest rate behavior. A time-varying transition probability model is discussed
in Filardo (1994). In a general equilibrium framework Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark
(1990) utilize Markov chains to examine the autocorrelation structure of the stock
returns; Turner, Startz, and Nelson (1989) consider a learning mechanism that
agents incorporate, in order to …lter and identify the unobserved state of the
world; while Chourdakis and Tzavalis (2000a) retrieve the implied risk aversion
coe¢cients when discrete shifts in the production are incorporated.
3Examples of models in a discrete time setting include Chourdakis and Tzavalis
(2000b) who use a rnvr in the spirit of Brennan (1979), Duan (1995), and Heston
and Nandi (2000) who use recursive procedures for the characteristic function to
arrive to the option pricing formula.
2option price behavior. Merton (1976) derives a solution to the option pricing
problem when jumps are allowed in the stock price di¤usion, while Hull and
White (1987) and Heston (1993) consider a model where the [unobserved]
volatility evolves according to a mean reverting di¤usion. Other researchers
have combined those two variants, constructing models that incorporates
two or three unobserved random variables, namely the Poisson counter that
determines the occurrence of jumps, a random variable representing the mag-
nitude of the jumps, and the di¤usion responsible for volatility changes [see
for example Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997)]. Lo and Wang (1995) consider a
random coe¢cient model, in order to examine the e¤ect of the asset price pre-
dictability on derivative pricing. A model with continuous time regime shifts
has been proposed by Naik (1993), where closed form solutions are available
when the state variable takes two distinct values; the option pricing formulas
are derived using the results of Pedler (1971) on binary Markov chains for
this particular case. Bakshi and Madan (2000) describe how options with
trigonometric payo¤s span the contigent claim space and give explicit solu-
tions when the Fourier transform of the risk neutral density is available in
closed form.
This paper considers a model where there is a unique state variable that
drives both the state of the world and the jumps. This variable evolves
according to a multi–state continuous time Markov chain making the model
a continuous time counterpart of Hamilton’s discrete time model. The state
of the world will determine the parameters of the di¤usion process, while
changes of this state will result in discontinuities taking the form of jumps.
This model can be seen as an augmentation of Naik’s work in two directions:
(i) It produces closed form solutions for the option pricing without restricting
the state variable in being a binary one, a number of values are allowed adding
‡exibility but at the cost of higher complexity,4 and (ii) It allows the jump
4Naik (1993) and Chourdakis and Tzavalis (2000b) give closed form solutions
when the Markov chain is a binary proces. They use the results of Pedler (1971)
on binary Markov chains to express the value of a contigent claim as a weighted
3component to be of a stochastic magnitude.5 The jump model of Merton
(1976) is a special case of the model that this paper proposes, while the
stochastic volatility models of Hull and White (1987) and Heston (1993) can
be thought as limiting cases of the regime dependent model, as the number
of states increases and a particular structure is imposed on their alternations,
thus making the unobserved state process to converge to a mean reverting
di¤usion.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the model and
derives the moment generating [and the characteristic] function of the asset
return under very general assumptions about its stochastic process, incorpo-
rating mean reversion and jumps that can follow virtually any distribution.
Some useful result of matrix calculus are presented, which allow one to com-
pute all conditional and unconditional moments of the asset return, for any
time horizon.6 Several ways of estimatingthe parameters ofa continuous time
Markov chain driven process are discussed in section 3.7 The conditional mo-
ments can be used in order to obtain the continuous time parameters of such
models, using a gmm procedure. Alternatively, the paper discusses how the
average of conditional [on the sojourn time] prices, in the spirit of Merton (1976).
In this paper the dimension of the Markov chain is not restricted to be equal to
two, and therefore the results of Pedler (1971) are not applicable.
5Naik (1993) introduces a deterministic jump when the state of the Markov
chain changes, in order to introduce a correlation pattern between asset price and
volatility changes.
6The moments of the discrete time regime switching models are discussed in
Timmermann (2000) for the unconditional [one-period] and in Chourdakis and
Tzavalis (2000b) for the conditional [multi-period] case.
7Naik (1993) and David and Veronesi (1998) among others implicitly argue
that by using high frequency data one can adequetly approximate the continuous
time parameters by utilizing Hamilton’s …lter. On the other hand, the essence
of di¤usions that are driven by Markov chains is to capture long term cyclical
phenomena, such as the business cycles or long term exchange rate ‡uctuations.
In such a context, the frequency of the data sample might not su¢ce for one
to assume a good approximation of the continuous time parameters from their
corresponding discrete time estimators.
4likelihood function can be derived by inverting the characteristic function,
allowing one to utilize ml estimation methods. In that case, it is shown how
inference about the unobserved state can be made in the lines of Hamilton
(1989). Section 4 derives the corresponding risk neutral process of the as-
set price and discusses its features. It consequently gives the European call
option price when the underlying asset price follows such a speci…cation. In
section 5 a small empirical exercise illustrates the potential of the proposed
model to …t stock return series and to explain some stylized facts of the op-
tion pricing literature. Calibration shows that the e¤ect of regime changes
on European call prices is relatively small, allowing one to ignore the regime
risk for empirical purposes. Section 6 concludes.
2 The model
This section lays down the assumptions and the stochastic di¤erential equa-
tions associated with the di¤usion that is considered in this paper. The
Laplace and Fourier transforms of the density are then retrieved. It is shown
how the conditional moments of the process can be computed, giving some
useful results on matrix function di¤erentiation. Some estimation procedures
are discussed, and derivative prices are given in closed form.
2.1 A di¤usion that depends on a discretely displaced
stochastic process
Denote the underlying asset price with S (t), and a state process x(t), for
t > 0. The setup of the option pricing model is based on the following













+ ¾ (x(t))d"(t) + ~ ´(dx(t)), (1)
where:
² "(t) is a standardized Wiener process;
² the instantaneous return has a drift and a volatility parameter which
depend explicitly on the stochastic process x(t). In addition, jumps
occur which are dependent on the behavior of x(t). The process x(t)
follows a continuous time Markov chain [ctmc], with state space the
set S = fe1;::: ;eNg, which is the normal basis8 of RN£N;
² the jumps are given by the [stochastic] function ~ ´(¢), which is de…ned
as ~ ´(dx(t)) = [±(dx(t);¡¶)]
T (H ¡ I
¤
N)[± (dx(t);¶)], where H is a
random matrix of independent jumps; the (i;j)-th element of H is al-
ways positive and follows a distribution ~ Dij, with the diagonal elements
equal to zero by construction, and for the notation: ¶ is the (N £ 1)
vector of ones, ± (:;:) is a Kronecker function applied elementwise9, and
I¤
N is an (N £ N) matrix with all elements equal to one, but the main
diagonal equal to zero, [I¤
N]ij = 1 ¡ ±(i;j);
² the instantaneous drift can take N distinct values, ¹(x(t)) = xT (t)¹.
In addition, E[H] = M´ +I¤
N, and the rate matrix Q is de…ned below;
and …nally
² ¾(x(t)) = xT (t)¾.
8Therefore ei is an (N £ 1) vector of zeros, with its i-th entry equal to one.
9Note that if there is not a state change, then dx(t) = 0. If there is a change
from state ei to ej, then dxi (t) = ¡1 and dxj (t) = 1, whith the other elements
being equal to zero.
6The above equation can be rewritten by setting s(t) = lnS (t), and sup-











T [¾ ¯ ¾]
¾
dt
+ ¾(x)d" + ´ (dx), (2)
with ´(dx) = [± (dx;¡¶)]
T J[±(dx;¶)], with the elements of J =ln¯(H) fol-
lowing the appropriate distribution Dij, and ln¯ is understood to denote the
logarithms to be taken elementwise. For illustration purposes it will be later
assumed that H will be a collection of Weibull distributions with parameters




, implying the extreme value [or Fisher-Tippett]





Consider also the ¾-…elds F
S;x
t = ¾ (fS (u);x(u)g : ¡1 6 u 6 t), and
FS
t = ¾(S (u) : ¡1 6 u 6 t) t > 0, serving as the information available
at time t. Observe that the asset price process is trivially adapted to both
…ltrations, while the state process is not FS
t -adapted; its conditional expecta-
tion has to be derived based on FS
t . This conditional expectation is denoted











[forecasted] state probabilities for u > t [u < t].
10This transformation is due to the Poisson stochastic di¤erential form, see
Kushner (1967) and the references therein.
11The parameters of the Weibull W (®;°) distribution are: the char-
acteristic life ®, and the shape parameter °, such that the density is
f (x) = °®¡°x°¡1exp[¡(x=®)
°]; whereas the Fisher-Tippett FT (¹;¾) den-
sity is f (x) = 1
¾ exp[(x ¡ ¹)=¾ ¡ exp[(x ¡¹)=¾]], with characteristic function
¹ f (µ) = ¡(1 + $¾µ)exp[$¹µ]. The special case where ° = 1 gives rise to the ex-
ponential and the Gumbel distributions respectively. $ =
p
¡1 and ¡(:) denotes
the Gamma function [for all special functions in this paper, consult Abramowitz
and Stegun (1972)]. The arguments of the Gamma function satisfy the constraint
Rez > 0, which allows the values to be computed very easily with accuracy at least
of order 10¡12 [see Appendix for technical details]. The relationship between the
parameters is the following: If X » W (®;°) then lnX » FT (¹ = ln®;¾ = 1=°).
7The state process is considered independent of the asset price process.
The in…nitesimal transition probabilities are given by
P[x(t + dt) = ejjx(t) = ei] =
(
qijdt + o(dt), for i 6= j
1 + qiidt + o(dt), for i = j
, (3)
where qii = ¡
P
j=1::N; j6=iqij. These probabilities can be arranged in the
in…nitesimal transition probability matrix which can be written in the form
P(dt)= IN+Qdt + o(dt), where o(dt) denotes a matrix with elements of
order o(dt), and the rate matrix is de…ned as
Q =
0
B B B B
@
q11 q12 ¢¢¢ q1N
q21 q22 ¢¢¢ q2N
. . .
. . . ... . . .
qN1 qN2 ¢¢¢ qNN
1
C C C C
A
.
In general the Chapman-Kolmogorov relationships imply that
P(¿) = expf¿Qg. (4)
One can verify that the solution of the asset price di¤usion (2) is
























T J[± (dx;¶)], (5)
or in a more compact form




The distribution of the random variable dw(t) depends on the transitions
of the ctmc x(t): If the chain remains in regime ei during the interval
















there is a transition from state ei to state ej, then dw(t) is distributed
according to some distribution Dij.
2.2 The moment generating function of the state de-
pendent stochastic process
In order to compute the moment generating function and consequently the
Fourier transform of the asset log-price density, the following de…nitions are
needed.
De…nition 1 ("-skeleton) Consider a ctmc x(t) de…ned on the state
space S. De…ne the "-skeleton of x(t) to be the Discrete Time Markov
Chain x
(")
n , de…ned on the same state space S, with one step transition prob-














It is obvious, from the de…nition of the "-skeleton, that as " # 0, the
skeleton becomes …ner and the discrete chain xn converges to the continuous
time one, x(t).
De…nition 2 (discounted cumulative score) Consider a realization of a
ctmc x(t) de…ned on the state space S. Construct a process in the following
way: With a transition from state ei to state ej at time t associate a score
dw(t), whose distribution F w
ij (x;dt) depends only on the states ei and ej. In
addition make the assumption that given a state sequence, that is to say given
the realization of the chain x(t), the random variables dw(t1) and dw(t2)
are mutually independent for all times t1 and t2. In addition consider a
9function12 ½ : R ! R, which is non-increasing and continuous, with ½(0) =
1. This function ½(t) serves as the discounting factor. De…ne the discounted





Example 3 (sojourn time) Let the scores be de…ned in the following way:
dw(t) = dt, if the transition taking place at time t terminates in state ei,
and dw(t) = 0, otherwise. In addition, set ½(t) = 1. Then, the cumulative
score yi(¿) is representing the total time spent in state ei up to time ¿.
A special case, which leads to moment generating functions in closed form,
arises when one considers scores which belong to certain families: When the
ctmc remains in state i over the in…nitesimal time dt, the score associated,
say dw(t), follows a distribution with density fii (x;dt) which has a Laplace
12Although the model presented here does not incorporate mean reversion other
than the one implicit in the Markov chain, therefore ½(x) = 1, the proposition
is prooved for this more general case. This could be prooved useful if one was to
model series where this mean reversion feature is present.
10transform of the form13;14
Lffii (x;dt)g(µ;dt) = 1 + gii (µ)dt + o(dt), (7)
while the score associated with a transition from a state i into a state j will be
associated with a random variable which is independent of the in…nitesimal
time dt, with density fij (x) and corresponding Laplace transform
Lffij (x;dt)g(µ;dt) = gij (µ) + O(dt). (8)
The normal distribution of the di¤usion in (2) is of the form of equation (7).
De…ne the product–integral of a matrix function, say ©(¢), which is denoted
by P U fI + d©(u)g, as in Dollard and Friedman (1979). The stochastic
behavior of y (¿), as it is inferred by its mgf, is established in the following
Proposition 4 (mgf of the disc. cum. score) Conditional on the ini-
tial state x(0), the parameters Q, and the functions ½(:) and gij (:), the mgf
13Alternatively one can say that conditional on the state of the world x¤, w(t)
is a Lévy process.
14This class of random variables is very rich, and includes the family of the
in…nitely divisible distributions which result from Lévy processes. The Laplace
transform of a random variable generated by a Lévy process, !, is of the form
!(µ;¿) = e¿Ã(µ), Ã(µ;0) = 0,
where Ã is the characteristic exponent of the process. Distributions such as the
Normal, Gamma, Poisson etc. belong to this family. Of course in the continuous
time framework the only process that will give a.s. continuous paths is the Brown-
ian motion, where the increments are normally distributed [see for example Feller
(1971, Chapter XVII) and Bertoin (1996) for the relationship between the Lévy
processes and the in…nititely divisible distributions, and Øksendal (1991) for the
a.s. continuity of the Brownian motion].
11of y (¿) ¡ y (0) = y (¿) will be given by 15
Á
y (µ;¿jx(0)) = [x(0)]
T P
u2]0;¿]
fI + B(µ;u)dug¶, (9)
where B(µ;u) has elements of the form
¯ij (µ;u) =
(
qii + gii(½(u)µ), when i = j
qijgij (½(u)µ), when i 6= j
.
Proof: See Appendix.
Corollary 5 If ½(t) = 1, 8t 2 [0;+1), then the mgf of y (¿)¡y (0) = y(¿)
is given by
Á
y (µ;¿jx(0)) = [x(0)]
T expf¿B(µ)g¶,
where B(µ) has elements of the form
¯ij (µ) =
(
qii + gii (µ), when i = j
qijgij (µ), when i 6= j
.
Proof: The proof follows directly from the properties of the product–
integral.16
Corollary 6 Conditional on the initial distribution » (0),the parameters Q,













i!Ai. In the empirical
part of this paper, this has been evaluated using a (6;6)-Padé type approximation,
after rescaling the corresponding complex matrix, which achieves overall accuracy
of order 10¡20 at least.
16 In particular that for a time invariant matrix ©, P]0;¿]fI + d©g = expf¿©g.
12Proof: Follows immediately from the above corollary, the de…nitions
of the …ltrations and Bayes’ rule. ¤
The moments of the discounted cumulative score y (¿) can be obtained
by di¤erentiating (9) at µ = 0. These calculations are not straightforward,
due to the matrix exponential involved and the fact that the matrix function
B and its derivatives do not necessarily commute. The chain rule for matrix
di¤erentiation can be applied in the lines of Mathias (1997):
De…nition 7 (BUTB Toeplitz matrix) Consider the (n £ n) matrices
M0; M1; ::: ;Mk,. Then, the block upper triangular block (butb) Toeplitz
matrix, denoted by T [M0;M1;::: ;Mk], is de…ned as the (n(k ¡ 1) £ n(k ¡ 1))
block matrix with block (i;j) of size (n £ n) equal to Mj¡i for j > i and zeros











Proposition 8 (matrix exponential derivatives) Consider a (N £ N)
matrix function ©(X), RN£N ! RN£N, di¤erentiable at X = 0. Under




























Proof: See Mathias (1997, Theorem 4.1).
Assuming, without loss of generality, that s(0) = 0, the k-th moment of
s(¿), given in (6), is mk (¿) = d
dµÁ
y (0;¿). Say that one wants to evaluate the










T A[1;k+1] (¿)¶, (10)























Corollary 9 (sojourn time) For the sojourn time variable, the …rst and








































N is an (N £ N) matrix of zeros, with only the (i;j)-th element equal
to one.
Proof: See Appendix.
Corollary 10 (pure regime shift model) Consider the stochastic pro-
cess in (2), and assume that s(0) = 0 and J = 0. Then, the conditional on
14F
S;x









where A is the matrix
A = exp
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
¿ £
0
B B B B
@
D(0) D(1) D(2) ¢¢¢ 0
0 D(0) D(1) 0
. . .
. . . ...
0 0 0 ¢¢¢ D(0)
1
C C C C
A
9
> > > > =
> > > > ;
,

















N. The time has been suppressed for notational
convenience.
Proof: See Appendix.
Corollary 11 (regime shift model, extreme jumps) Consider the stochas-
tic process in (2), where the matrix J is Fisher-Tippett distributed. Then,
the conditional on F
S;x









where A is the upper block triangular matrix
A = exp
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
¿ £
0
B B B B
@
D(0) D(1) D(2) ¢¢¢ D(k)
0 D(0) D(1) D(k¡1)
. . .
. . . ...
0 0 0 ¢¢¢ D(0)
1
C C C C
A
9
> > > > =
> > > > ;
,
and the matrices D(k) are given in the appendix. The time has been suppressed
for notational convenience.
Proof: See Appendix.
15Denote with fs(¿)(sjF) the [conditional of F] density of the asset log-
price di¤erence after time ¿ has elapsed, y (¿) = s(¿) ¡ s(0). The Laplace
transform of this density, which is denoted with fL
¢s(¿;0) (µjF) is derived using







This section discusses alternative methods that one can utilize in or-
der to obtain estimates of the parameter vector #, from a set of ob-
servations, fS (tu)gu=1;:::;M+1, when the state of the world is either ob-
served or unobserved. It also discusses the …lter of Hamilton (1989), as







i=1;:::;N, from the data.
3.1 Maximum likelihood
In this section, the assumption that F = FS
0 is maintained, that is to
say, the state of the world is considered unobservable as in most empirical
applications. Consider the time series of log-asset di¤erences, say f¢s(tu)g,
recordered at times ftug, u = 1;::: ;M. The derivation of the Laplace
transform of the log-asset density in equation (13) allows one to calculate







where $ denotes the imaginary unit. Standard Fourier transformation will
give the density of the asset log-price di¤erence ¢s(tu) = s(tu+1) ¡ s(tu),
















T expf¢tu £ B($µ)g¶. This implies
an appealing maximum likelihood (ml) estimation algorithm in the lines
of Hamilton (1993), where the conditional [on the state] distribution is not




























i ]i=1;:::;N is the vector of the ergodic probabilities, given from
the diagonal elements of the limit lim¿!1 expf¿Qg. This likelihood can be
numerically maximized in order to retrieve the estimates ^ #.




























T expf¢tu £ B(µ)g¶
i¾
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ij , when i 6= j
,






¡ 1, the ex-
pected values of the corresponding Weibull distribution.
The algorithm described in Hamilton (1989) and Hamilton (1994) can































(tu+1 ¡ tu) £ ^ B(µ)
o
(15b)
3.2 Method of the moments
An alternative way to obtain estimates of the parameters of interest is via
the method of the moments, if the sample elements are equally spaced across
time, ¢tu = ¢t, 8u = 1;::: ;M. Since via the moment generating function
one can compute raw moments of any order, equation (10) can be used in
order to obtain unconditional gmm estimates of the parameter vector #.
More speci…cally, denote by h(#;¢s(tu)) the (k £ 1) vector with elements




with A[1;i+1] the appropriate submatrix given by (11); and by g(#) the cor-










18The criterion function to be minimized will therefore be the quadratic
form
Q(#) = g(#)WM [g(#)]
T
with WM the weighting matrix, which can be estimated [given #] from its
Newey-West estimate [see Hamilton (1994) for details]. Starting from an
arbitrary weighting matrix, the above criterion function can minimized in
order to obtain an initial estimate of the parameter vector. Using this esti-
mate the weighting matrix can be recomputed, the criterion function can be
reconstructed, and a new estimate of # can be calculated. This procedure
can be iterated for a number of times, until the criterion function and the
estimate of # become stable.
3.3 Direct characteristic function estimation
Feuerverger and McDunnough (1981) suggest that estimates which achieve
the Cramer-Rao bound can be obtained, by estimating the empirical char-
acteristic function directly using the k ¡ L procedure. The empirical char-
acteristic function ^ f (µ) = 1
M
PM
u=0exp[$µ¢s(tu)] is calculated at k points
fµigi=1;:::;k, and maximum likelihood is employed in order to minimize the
distance between the empirical and the theoretical characteristic function.
This is analogous to the method of the moments, where the moment condi-





























19The criterion function is
Q





with § the corresponding variance-covariance matrix.
It is shown that the above procedure yields arbitrarily high asymptotic ef-
…ciency, by using a su¢ciently dense grid fµig, converging to the Cramer-Rao
bound as k increases. The realizations of the stochastic process in (6), depend
on the Markov chain x(t), therefore one has to construct the conditional [on
F
S;x







































In this section, we maintain the assumption that F = F
S;x
0 , and suppress
the conditioning. To this end, one has to construct the risk neutral measure,
which in turn will de…ne the contingent claim prices. There are three sources
of uncertainty in equation (1) or (2): the uncertainty of the realizations of
the future errors d" and jumps H [or equivalently J], and the uncertainty of
the future regime sequence x.
Consider the di¤usion of the asset log-price under the risk neutral mea-
20sure, in line with Merton (1976) and Bates (1995)17
ds = rdt ¡ x






T [¾ ¯ ¾]dt +
+ x
T¾d¹ " + [±(dx;¡¶)]
T ¹ J[± (dx;¶)], (17)
where ¹ " follows a standardized normal distribution under the risk neutral
measure and ¹ J is a transformation of J under the risk neutral measure.
This means that a jump which is due to a regime shift from ei to ej will
be distributed according to the distribution ¹ Dij, the corresponding density
having a Laplace transform ¹ gij (µ). The random process x is now a ctmc
under the risk neutral measure generated by a rate matrix ¹ Q.
Representative agent general equilibrium models derive the risk neutral
parameters as modi…cations of the true ones, taking into account the e¤ect of
the state variables on the di¤usion of the percentage changes of the marginal
utility of nominal wealth, UW, its di¤usion denoted by dM =
dUW
UW . Denote
by dMij the former quantity, given a chain change from state ei to ej. The
relationships between the true and the risk neutral parameters are the fol-
lowing: The elements of the rate matrix, ¹ Q, are given, in the lines of Bates
(1995), by
¹ qij = qijE[1 + dMij], for i 6= j, (18)
and ¹ qii = ¡
P
j=1::N; j6=i ¹ qij; the elements of the expected jump matrix, ¹ M´,
are given by









dt + ¶T (Q ¯ MJ)
T x(t)dt. Risk neutrality demands that the
discounted asset prices form martingales [Pliska (1997)], therefore the expected
log-return of the asset must be set equal to the instantaneous risk free rate of
return.
21There are two important issues concerning equations (17) and (18)-(19):
First, the relationships between the true process given in equation (2)
and the risk neutral process given in (17). The instantaneous drift of the true
process has disappeared; moreover the risk neutral process does not exhibit
mean reversion through the mean reverting behavior of the ctmc x. One
could argue that it might not be necessary to include such a parametrized
drift in the …rst place. This is not true: Lo and Wang (1995) show that
although the drift does not enter the option pricing formulas directly, it can
have a substantial e¤ect on the prices. The intuition is straightforward: if the
true model is estimated correctly then the estimated parameters that enter
the formulae directly [the volatilities for example] will be di¤erent compared
to the ones estimated using the wrong speci…cation.
Second, the computation of the prices of risk in equations (18) and (19).
Given the information of the representative agent, F
S;x
t , the securities market
is incomplete, that is to say the risk neutral parameters cannot be retrieved
and therefore correct option prices cannot be computed. There are three
possible ways of tackling this problem:
1. One can make the assumption that the regime risk and the jump
risk cannot be diversi…ed, or equivalently that the expected marginal
utility of wealth is not a¤ected by regime changes, giving dMij = 0.
This somewhat strict assumption results into risk neutral parameters
that are equal to their true counterparts [see Chourdakis and Tzavalis
(2000b) and Chourdakis and Tzavalis (2000a)]
2. Alternatively, one can assume a parametric form of the prices of risk,
for example that E[dMij] = 'ij, a constant. In addition, one has to
augment the representative agent’s information with the prices of the
options written in the past, that is to say Ft = F
S;x
t [fC (s;:);s 6 tg,
in order for those extra parameters to be estimated.
223. Finally, one can use historical estimates of the regime impact on the
marginal utility of wealth in a general equilibrium framework, and use
equations (18) and (19) directly.18
The risk neutral process can be written in integral form as























T ¹ J[± (dx(t);¶)], (20)
or, again, in the compact form




The Laplace and consequently the Fourier transforms of the density of
the risk neutral process, s(¿)¡s(0), denoted ¹ fL












where ¹ B(µ) has elements of the form
¹ ¯ij (µ) =
(
¹ qii ¡ ¶T ¡¹ Q ¯ ¹ M´
¢T ei ¡ 1
2¾2
iiµ
2, when i = j
¹ qij¹ gij (µ), when i 6= j
,
18 This approach has not been utilized in the option pricing literature, mainly
due to the failure of general equilibrium models to explain excess returns and
equity volatilities [see Cohrane (1997)].
23and ¹ fF
¢s(¿;0)(µ) = ¹ fL
¢s(¿;0)($µ). Recall, that if the price of the regime risk
and the price of the jump risk are equal to zero, then
¹ Q = Q,
¹ J = J,
£
=) ¹ M´ = M´
¤
allowing the Laplace and Fourier transforms to be computed from the esti-
mated parameters of equation (2).
The price of a European call option, maturing after time ¿, will be given
by the expectation of its payo¤s, under this risk neutral measure, that is to
say
C (¿;K;#) = e
¡rt¹ E
h








0 [S (¿) ¡ K]
+ , (22)
where ¹ E[:] denotes the expectation taken under the risk neutral measure,
and the vector # includes all the parameters estimated at time t = 0, as well
as the initial state x(0) and price S (0). The above implies the following
Proposition 13 (European call option price) Consider an asset whose
log-price obeys the stochastic di¤erential equation (2). Assume that the price
of the state shift risk and the price of the jump risk a¤ect the estimated
parameters as in equations (18) and (19). Then, the price of the European
call, maturing after time ¿ with strike price equal to K, will be given by













e¡$µln[K=S(0)] ¹ fn (¿;µ;#)
$µ
¸
dµ, n = 1;2
24and the following quantities are de…ned:


















and the matrix ¹ B(µ) has elements of the form















2, when i = j
¹ qij¹ gij ($µ), when i 6= j
.
Proof: Follows Bakshi and Madan (2000, Case 2).
Corollary 14 (regime shift model,extreme jumps) If the jumps un-





above matrix ¹ B(µ) will be of the form















2, when i = j
¹ qij¡
¡
1 + $µ=¹ °ij
¢
¹ ®$µ
ij , when i 6= j
,
where the matrix ¹ M´ will have elements
£ ¹ M´
¤
ij = ¹ ®ij¡
¡





expected values of the corresponding risk neutral Weibull distribution.
Corollary 15 (pure regime shift model) In the absence of jumps, the






25that is to say
¹ ¯ij (µ) =
(





2, when i = j
¹ qij, when i 6= j
.
Proof: Both Corollaries follow immediately from the Proposition above.
¤
5 An empirical illustration
Weekly S&P500 closing prices, spanning thirty years from 1970 to 2000 are
used in order to retrieve estimates of the parameters for a two-state ctmc




The estimates are computed using the most naive direct estimation of the
characteristic function, as described in section 3.3. The empirical charac-




values of µ, together with its two standard deviation bounds. The value of
µ, say µ
U, is found, at which the empirical characteristic function two stan-
dard deviation interval reaches zero, for both its real and imaginary parts.





criterion function (16) is minimized. The estimated values of interest are the
following:





















26The above parameter values are used in order to compute the moments
of the log-price di¤erence, over various horizons. Equation (13) is used in
order to retrieve the raw moments, and the ordinary moments are computed
afterwards. These are given in …gure 9.1. Observe that both skewness and
kurtosis exhibit singularities at zero, with their values going to some in…nity,
whereas both skewness and kurtosis remain high, even for relatively long
horizons. The solid line [—] represents the moments at their ergodic [with
respect to the ctmc] levels, being in a sense some weighting average of the
two conditional moments: the moments conditional on the high volatility
state are given by the empty squares [–¤–], the ones conditional on the low
volatility state are given by the full squares [–¥–]. Obviously, these extreme
cases will serve as bounds for the moments for every initial distribution of
the state x(0).
The calculated moments signify that the speci…cation in (6) can generate
higher moments which are consistent with the empirical evidence found in
the option pricing literature, namely the negative and persistent skewness
and the high degree of kurtosis. The next step is to examine whether or not
these features are translated into satisfactory implied volatility [iv] smiles.
This exercise will be an indicator of the overall performance of the model,
illustrating its potential to encompass the stylized facts. In the …rst stage
the strong assumption that all prices of risk are equal to zero is made, to
investigate the shape of the smiles. Option prices are computed using equa-
tion (23), and the BS formula is inverted, solving for the volatility. Figure
9.2 displays iv smiles for di¤erent maturities: short [one week], medium [one
month] and long [six months]. The risk free rate is assumed to be r = 3%;
the spot price is considered to be S (0) = 100; and di¤erent strike prices lie
on the horizontal axis. In addition actual iv values are shown, being gener-
ated from contracts made in 1997, downloaded from the web page of Yacine
Aït-Sahalia.
27The …gure shows that the performance of the ctmc a¢ne model is
satisfactory, especially for short maturity options. The actual ivs lie quite
close to the unconditional smile [—], which are computed assuming that
»(0) = »
1. In addition, the majority of them lie within the upper and lower
bounds, which are generated assuming »(0) = (1;0)
T [–¤–] and »(0) =
(1;0)
T [–¥–], respectively.
One can observe that the …t is not perfect when one considers the ergodic
case: actual ivs from contracts that are deep-in- or deep-out-of-the-money
are higher than the theoretical ones, while long maturity options are generally
underpriced. This misspeci…cation could imply that the true parameters are
di¤erent from the ones utilized, either due to the naive estimation procedure,
or because they change across time. On the other hand, there is no reason
to assume that during 1997 the true initial distribution of the state is the
ergodic one. The fact that the majority of the ivs lie within the bounds
suggests that there exists an initial distribution that will further improve the
…t and perhaps give unbiased ivs. Nevertheless the pattern is encouraging:
both the actual and the theoretical iv smiles seem to ‡atten as the maturity
increases [courtesy of the decreased kurtosis] while the asymmetry remains
[courtesy of the persistent skewness].
The above analysis made the assumption that the price of risk is equal to
zero, implying a risk neutral probability measure that is a very simple mod-
i…cation of the true one. This assumption is now examined, by investigating
how di¤erent prices of state-change risk will a¤ect the iv smiles. As illus-
trated in equation (18), the elements of the rate matrix have to be modi…ed
according to the impact of the state change on the di¤usion of the percentage
changes of the marginal utility of nominal wealth, dM. This impact can be
positive or negative, the two extreme cases being illustrated in …gure 9.3.
The full squares [–¥–] resemble the scenario where higher volatility is asso-
ciated with higher marginal utility of nominal wealth [due to lower levels of
nominal wealth], in this example it is assumed that given a transition from
28the low to the high volatility regime, the marginal utility of nominal wealth
will increase by 40%. The empty squares [–¤–] resemble the inverse case,
and the solid line where all prices of risk are equal to zero, serves as the
benchmark.
The results, as given by the …gure, are intuitive. Consider, for example,
the case where higher volatility implies [on average] higher marginal utility of
nominal wealth, that is to say given a transition from state e2 to e1 [volatility
increase] the expectation E[dM21] > 0 [or by similar reasoning E[dM21] <
0]. Equation (18) states that in order to price the option, the representative
agent will behave as if the probabilities of moving towards the high volatility
state were higher than they really are, resulting into option contracts with
higher ivs. The positive relationship between ¾ and dM is translated into
a negative relationship between the volatility and the nominal wealth: the
[risk averse] agent cannot diversify this risk in such an incomplete market,
therefore the prices of call options, that o¤er a hedging instrument, will
generally rise [see Chourdakis and Tzavalis (2000b) for a similar argument].
6 Conclusions
This paper introduced a model for the asset returns where a di¤usion de-
pends on a state variable in two ways: (i) The di¤usion parameters, that
is to say the mean and the volatility, depend explicitly on the state of the
world, and (ii) When the state of the world changes, a jump is added into
the di¤usion equation. The paper derived the moment generating function
in a closed form. Such a speci…cation has the potential of generating vari-
ous shapes and levels of conditional higher moments, for di¤erent number of
states and horizons. In contrast with the previous work on derivative pricing,
the states are not restricted in being just two. Closed forms of the Laplace
and Fourier transforms of the conditional and unconditional density under
mild assumptions about the distribution of jumps were then given. The nec-
29essary tools in order for one to e¢ciently estimate the parameters of such a
model were laid down, including the likelihood function and higher moments
of any order, generalizing Hamilton (1989) …lter for the continuous time case.
The paper also showed how derivative pricing can be carried out using the
results of Bakshi and Madan (2000), based on the characteristic function of
the asset log-price di¤erence. Finally, using an empirical example, it illus-
trated that this class of models have the potential to capture the stylized
facts found in asset pricing literature, and price European option contracts
in a satisfactory way.
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337 Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 4: Denote Fw
ij (x;t) the distribution function of
the cumulative score associated with a transition from state ei to ej over time
t. Let " > 0, and built the "-skeleton, x
(")
n of x(t). Consider a partition of the
time interval [0;¿] into N subintervals of length ", of the form [n";(n + 1)"],
for 0 6 n 6 N. On the boundaries of these subintervals, the ctmc and
its skeleton coincide, that is to say x(n") = x
(")
n . Now, de…ne the random
variables w
(")
n , which are distributed with respect to their Laplace transforms





n = y(")(N) ! y (¿), as " ! 0 [or N ! 1].
Consider a time period n, 0 6 n 6 N for the "-skeleton, and the correspond-
ing time t = n" for the ctmc, where the two chains coincide. Denote the
conditional mgf Á
y
ij (µ;t) = E
£
eµy(t)jx(0) = ei;x(t) = ej
¤











, and observe that it can be rewritten
as E = fx(0) = ej;x(t ¡ ") = el;x(t) = ekg. Conditional on the event E,
the random variables y(")(n ¡ 1) and ½(n")w
(")
n¡1 are mutually independent,
and let their moment generating functions (mgf’s) to be Á
y
jl (µ;t ¡ ") and
Á
w





1 + gkk (½(t)µ)" + o("), when l = k
glk (½(t)µ), when l 6= k .






jl (µ;t ¡ ")Á
w
lk (µ;t;"), or using the












pjl (t ¡ ")Á
y
jl (µ;t ¡ ")plk (")Á
w
lk (µ;t;").
Rewrite the above as
pjk (t + ")Á
y











34and denote ~ Áij (µ;t) = pij (t)Á
y
ij (µ;t). Observe that, as " gets su¢ciently
small, one can approximate plk (") = ±(l ¡ k;0) + qlk" + o("). Hence the
expectation will be written as





~ Álk (µ;t)qlkglk (½(t)µ) +
+ ~ Ájk (µ;t)[qkk + gkk (½(t)µ)]
Passing to the limit, " ! 0, and collecting the elements ~ Ájk (µ;t) in a ma-
trix ~ ©(µ;t), yields @
@t~ ©(µ;t) = ~ ©(µ;t)B(µ;t), where the matrix B(µ;t) has
elements of the form
¯ij (µ;t) =
½
qii + gii (½(t)µ), when i = j
qijgij (½(t)µ), when i 6= j .
The matrix di¤erential equation resembles a system of N partial di¤erential
equations, with trivial boundary conditions ~ ©(µ;0) = IN. The solution of
those PDEs is of the form ~ ©(µ;¿) =P ]0;¿] fI + B(µ;u)dug [see Dollard
and Friedman (1979)]. Bayes’ rule implies that the sum of the i-th row of
~ ©(µ;¿) will be equal to the conditional on the initial state mgf, denoted
Á
y




and hence the vector Á(µ;¿) = ~ ©(µ;¿)¶. The
mgf conditional on the information set at time 0 will be equal to Á
y (µ;¿) =
[x(0)]
T Á(µ;¿) = [x(0)]
T ~ ©(µ;¿)¶. ¤ Proof of Corollary 9: The mgf




















... . . .
qi1 ¢¢¢ qii ¡ µ ¢¢¢ qiN
. . . ...
qN1 qNi qNN
1
C C C C C C C
A
du





N is an (N £ N) matrix of zeros, with only the (i;j)-th element equal
to one. Consequently, Á
y (µ;¿) = [x(0)]
T expf¿ [Q+µIii
N]g¶. If one want to
35evaluate the …rst two moments of y (¿), the exponential of the butb Toeplitz








































= 1 + O(dt),
which depend on the time. Therefore, the matrix
Z ¿
0




















and D(k) = 0, 8k > 2. The k-th moment will require the following (k £ k)
butb Toeplitz matrix exponential given in Corollary 10. ¤ Proof of
























































, for the o¤-diagonal elements, which
are given in the technical appendix. The above elements will be used to
construct the butb Toeplitz matrix exponential of corollary 11 ¤
368 Technical appendix
8.1 Matrix exponential
The matrix exponential is calculated using a (6;6)-Padé rational approxi-
mation scheme. The exponential is approximated with a ratio of two poly-
















The above scheme results into errors of order logk²k1 < ¡20 if kAk1 < 1=2,
with k:k1 denoting the L1 or the maximum column sum norm. Therefore the
matrix A is rescaled as A =2n £A¤, with kA¤k1 < 1=2, and the exponential
is calculated using the identity exp[2nA¤] = [expA¤]
2n
which needs only n








8.2 Gamma function for complex arguments
The Gamma function is approximated using the Lanczos (1964) method,
which states that































8.3 Derivatives of ¡(x) and related functions
The values needed in this paper, in order to compute the butb Toeplitz
matrix necessary for the moment computation under extreme jumps, are a






¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
µ=0
.
These derivatives are calculated analytically, the results being of the form











with the function Ã
(k) (1) being computed analytically in terms of various
mathematical constants19, for every k. The …rst ten values are given in the
19 For example, Ã(1) (1) = ¡°, Ã(2) (1) = 1
6¼2+°2, Ã(3) (1) = ¡³ (3)¡ 1
2¼2°¡°3,
etc. ° here denotes Euler’s constant and ³ (:) is Riemann’s Zeta function. Do not
confuse the function Ã(n) with the polygamma function, which gives the derivative
















The model utilized in order to generate these graphs is a two-
state ctmc driven model with extreme jumps. The moments are
computed following (10) and the results are plotted across time.
The two states fe1;e2g have the following characteristics: (1) the
instantaneous volatility parameters are ¾ = (19%;6%)
T; (2) the
o¤-diagonal elements of the rate matrix (q12;q21)
T = (0:90;0:15)
T;
(3) the parameters of the Weibull distribution which determines





T; and (4) the interest rate is considered
constant at 3%. The solid line [—] represents the unconditional
moments with initial state »0j0 = »
1; the empty squares [-¤ -]
represent conditional moments with »0j0 = (1;0)
T; and the full
squares [-¥ -] represent conditional moments with »0j0 = (0;1)
T.
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419.2 Implied volatility smiles
The model utilized in order to generate these graphs is a two-
state ctmc driven model with extreme jumps. Option prices are
computed following (23) and the results are inverted in order
to retrieve the implied volatilities. The two states fe1;e2g have
the following characteristics: (1) the instantaneous volatility pa-
rameters are ¾ = (19%;6%)
T; (2) the o¤-diagonal elements of
the rate matrix (q12;q21)
T = (0:90;0:15)
T; (3) the parameters of






and (4) the interest rate is considered constant at 3%. The solid
line [—] represents the unconditional ivs with initial state »0j0 =
»
1; the empty squares [-¤ -] represent ivs with »0j0 = (1;0)
T; and
the full squares [-¥ -] represent ivs with »0j0 = (0;1)
T. The …g-
ures also show realized implied volatilities for the corresponding
maturities. The actual data are the same as in Aït-Sahalia and
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439.3 Prices of risk
The …gures below illustrate the impact of the price of regime
change risk on option prices. The solid line [—] represents the
unconditional ivs, based on the parameters used for the previous
…gures. The line marked with empty squares [-¤ -] represents
ivs when the state change and the marginal utility of wealth
are negatively correlated20: E[dM12] = ¡40%, and E[dM21] =
40%. The line marked with the full squares [-¥ -] represents the
inverse case, where E[dM12] = 40%, and E[dM21] = ¡40%.
The magnitude of the jump itself is considered to have no impact
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20 For example, a switch from the low volatility state to the high volatility state
is associated with a lower level of nominal wealth, or equivalently with a higher
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